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Cultural Resources Working Group - 12.14.2020

Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1

Criteria: Road closure

Performance Measure: Probability of long-term closure

Criteria: Traffic mobility

Performance Measure: Probability of lane reduction and mobility impact

Criteria: Maintenance cost

Performance Measure: Probability of increased maintenance costs

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Old growth redwood forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Mature mixed coniferous forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Other types, i.e. coastal scrub (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Young growth / mixed forest (acres)

Criteria: Wildlife connectivity

Performance Measure: New habitat island generated (acres)

Criteria: Recreational resources

Performance Measure: Number and type of sites / trails affected

Criteria: Cultural Resources

Performance Measure: Expert Assessment of Risk

Criteria: Capital costs

Performance Measure: Construction cost (millions)

Criteria: Mitigation costs

Performance Measure: Mitigation cost range (high / medium / low)

Criteria: Litigation costs

Performance Measure: Risk of litigation (millions)

No concerns about

this particular

performance

measure.

Yes, comfortable with

this metric

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

Close coordination

with tribes is

necessary

General Comments / Questions

No concerns with

Traffic Mobility as

performance measure

maintenance costs

should be a

performance measure

moving forward

Thumbs up 

Looks good, thumbs

up

No comments

no concerns. However

I'm waiting for some

other indirect costs to

see if they are

considered later

This is just

environmental?

Response: Could include

ROW, utilities, but largely

cost of mitigating

environmental impacts

Includes

socioeconomic costs

beyond fiscal

concerns

Thumbs up, Looks

good

Just by acres? Or by

trees?

Suggest potentially

doing so by tree; an

individual tree can be

a habitat for species

Depends on the

situation

What is the definition

of old growth?

Size of individual trees needs

to be captured; public is

responsive to big trees

regardless of age

Add DBH or some

kind of measure

Crosses line between

natural & cultural

resources; will be

tricky to evaluate

Recent point of

contention in

considering removal

of one tree

Caltrans: Have tree

counts w/diameters

for some areas

Don't have count for

Green Diamond; will

count every tree during

environmental process

No comments

Consider changing

measurements on

habitat from acres to

trees

Or both trees and

acres depending ...

what about plant

communities not

trees, wetlands, etc...

Again, plants may be

cultural resources as

well

No comments

By adding "other

types" you seem to

cover all types

No comments

This seems to speak

to existing sites / trails

only

Will any new

opportunities be

added?

Road originally

created for tourists,

need to consider

those resources

Possible approach:

preliminary info, 22

sites and 18 isolates

Not all sites have

equal value by size,

significance, etc.

Project in D9: had to

do least risk analysis

with ranking/scoring

system for site types

Categories per

amount / type of

artifacts, complexity,

etc.

Historics more difficult

to quantify

Chart created by Jay

King, D9

Tribes may object to

sites being ranked

Rankings may be too

subjective; but sites

do not have equal

value

Find way to assess

potential mitigation,

cost, timeline, etc.

May be able to look at

acreage

Like idea of categorizing

or ranking sites, but need

tribes involved to discuss

Need to know how

tribes assign value

and how the sites

relate to each other

Need feedback from

tribes on cultural

significance of plant

populations 

Consider how visual

attributes of

resources are

affected

Ethnographic studies

assessing indirect

effects to resources

E.g., mythological

connections to

specific locations

Must consider beyond

bounds of alignments

Who considers these

resources valuable

and how are they

valuable?

Go deeper than

standard

archeological info and

consider it

Caltrans: Is it reasonable

to take all info and assign

a high / medium / low

value?

A matter of building

relationship among

committee, clear and

open communication

Will take some work and

creativity to get there;

can only be achieved

through consistent open

communication

Group has been

doing well so far

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Criteria: Habitat

Caltrans asks: will we

need more collaboration /

interim meeting prior to

March workshop?

Maybe yes. It may depend on

the participation of Tribes in

the next few meetings. Will the

results be shared out from all

the meetings? (Caltrans

response: Yes.)

Of value; cannot

move forward without

tribes' participation

Would be valuable
Do think it would be

valuable. 

Overall Methodology

Another approach:

use sensitivity model

developed in D9

Takes distance to

water, slope, geology,

etc. into account

Only a few areas are

high sensitivity by that

metric

Fairly easy GIS

analysis; also useful

for finding deposits

during construction

Thumbs up

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

If adding a new

metric, consider how

to mitigate

Could be helpful with

pre-contact

archeological info

Other types of sites

that need to be

gauged; harder to

determine types of

risks

Agreed on working

well as group,

understanding issues

holistically

Still in midst of collecting

info; values identified will

change

In process of

developing

understanding; work

in progress

Participant responses:

Hard to state what

works best; tribal

partners need to speak

for themselves

Requires close

coordination with

tribes

Have follow-up

conversations if

necessary

How much detail to

go into?

HNTB: How would

ranking approach

work best?

Create chart and

submit to tribes or

start from scratch?

Leads back to

mitigation and

potential costs for

cultural mitigation

May be more detailed

than just 3 categories

Overlap between

environmental and

cultural mitigation

Also includes cost of

cultural mitigation
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Cultural Resources Working Group - 12.14.2020

Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1

Criteria: Road closure

Performance Measure: Probability of long-term closure

Criteria: Traffic mobility

Performance Measure: Probability of lane reduction and mobility impact

Criteria: Maintenance cost

Performance Measure: Probability of increased maintenance costs

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Old growth redwood forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Mature mixed coniferous forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Other types, i.e. coastal scrub (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Young growth / mixed forest (acres)

Criteria: Wildlife connectivity

Performance Measure: New habitat island generated (acres)

Criteria: Recreational resources

Performance Measure: Number and type of sites / trails affected

Criteria: Cultural Resources

Performance Measure: Expert Assessment of Risk

Criteria: Capital costs

Performance Measure: Construction cost (millions)

Criteria: Mitigation costs

Performance Measure: Mitigation cost range (high / medium / low)

Criteria: Litigation costs

Performance Measure: Risk of litigation (millions)

No concerns about

this particular

performance

measure.

Yes, comfortable with

this metric

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

Close coordination

with tribes is

necessary

General Comments / Questions

No concerns with

Traffic Mobility as

performance measure

maintenance costs

should be a

performance measure

moving forward

Thumbs up 

Looks good, thumbs

up

No comments

no concerns. However

I'm waiting for some

other indirect costs to

see if they are

considered later

This is just

environmental?

Response: Could include

ROW, utilities, but largely

cost of mitigating

environmental impacts

Includes

socioeconomic costs

beyond fiscal

concerns

Thumbs up, Looks

good

Just by acres? Or by

trees?

Suggest potentially

doing so by tree; an

individual tree can be

a habitat for species

Depends on the

situation

What is the definition

of old growth?

Size of individual trees needs

to be captured; public is

responsive to big trees

regardless of age

Add DBH or some

kind of measure

Crosses line between

natural & cultural

resources; will be

tricky to evaluate

Recent point of

contention in

considering removal

of one tree

Caltrans: Have tree

counts w/diameters

for some areas

Don't have count for

Green Diamond; will

count every tree during

environmental process

No comments

Consider changing

measurements on

habitat from acres to

trees

Or both trees and

acres depending ...

what about plant

communities not

trees, wetlands, etc...

Again, plants may be

cultural resources as

well

No comments

By adding "other

types" you seem to

cover all types

No comments

This seems to speak

to existing sites / trails

only

Will any new

opportunities be

added?

Road originally

created for tourists,

need to consider

those resources

Possible approach:

preliminary info, 22

sites and 18 isolates

Not all sites have

equal value by size,

significance, etc.

Project in D9: had to

do least risk analysis

with ranking/scoring

system for site types

Categories per

amount / type of

artifacts, complexity,

etc.

Historics more difficult

to quantify

Chart created by Jay

King, D9

Tribes may object to

sites being ranked

Rankings may be too

subjective; but sites

do not have equal

value

Find way to assess

potential mitigation,

cost, timeline, etc.

May be able to look at

acreage

Like idea of categorizing

or ranking sites, but need

tribes involved to discuss

Need to know how

tribes assign value

and how the sites

relate to each other

Need feedback from

tribes on cultural

significance of plant

populations 

Consider how visual

attributes of

resources are

affected

Ethnographic studies

assessing indirect

effects to resources

E.g., mythological

connections to

specific locations

Must consider beyond

bounds of alignments

Who considers these

resources valuable

and how are they

valuable?

Go deeper than

standard

archeological info and

consider it

Caltrans: Is it reasonable

to take all info and assign

a high / medium / low

value?

A matter of building

relationship among

committee, clear and

open communication

Will take some work and

creativity to get there;

can only be achieved

through consistent open

communication

Group has been

doing well so far

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Criteria: Habitat

Caltrans asks: will we

need more collaboration /

interim meeting prior to

March workshop?

Maybe yes. It may depend on

the participation of Tribes in

the next few meetings. Will the

results be shared out from all

the meetings? (Caltrans

response: Yes.)

Of value; cannot

move forward without

tribes' participation

Would be valuable
Do think it would be

valuable. 

Overall Methodology

Another approach:

use sensitivity model

developed in D9

Takes distance to

water, slope, geology,

etc. into account

Only a few areas are

high sensitivity by that

metric

Fairly easy GIS

analysis; also useful

for finding deposits

during construction

Thumbs up

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

If adding a new

metric, consider how

to mitigate

Could be helpful with

pre-contact

archeological info

Other types of sites

that need to be

gauged; harder to

determine types of

risks

Agreed on working

well as group,

understanding issues

holistically

Still in midst of collecting

info; values identified will

change

In process of

developing

understanding; work

in progress

Participant responses:

Hard to state what

works best; tribal

partners need to speak

for themselves

Requires close

coordination with

tribes

Have follow-up

conversations if

necessary

How much detail to

go into?

HNTB: How would

ranking approach

work best?

Create chart and

submit to tribes or

start from scratch?

Leads back to

mitigation and

potential costs for

cultural mitigation

May be more detailed

than just 3 categories

Overlap between

environmental and

cultural mitigation

Also includes cost of

cultural mitigation

Cultural Resources Working Group - 12.14.2020

Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1

Criteria: Road closure

Performance Measure: Probability of long-term closure

Criteria: Traffic mobility

Performance Measure: Probability of lane reduction and mobility impact

Criteria: Maintenance cost

Performance Measure: Probability of increased maintenance costs

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Old growth redwood forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Mature mixed coniferous forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Other types, i.e. coastal scrub (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Young growth / mixed forest (acres)

Criteria: Wildlife connectivity

Performance Measure: New habitat island generated (acres)

Criteria: Recreational resources

Performance Measure: Number and type of sites / trails affected

Criteria: Cultural Resources

Performance Measure: Expert Assessment of Risk

Criteria: Capital costs

Performance Measure: Construction cost (millions)

Criteria: Mitigation costs

Performance Measure: Mitigation cost range (high / medium / low)

Criteria: Litigation costs

Performance Measure: Risk of litigation (millions)

No concerns about

this particular

performance

measure.

Yes, comfortable with

this metric

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

Close coordination

with tribes is

necessary

General Comments / Questions

No concerns with

Traffic Mobility as

performance measure

maintenance costs

should be a

performance measure

moving forward

Thumbs up 

Looks good, thumbs

up

No comments

no concerns. However

I'm waiting for some

other indirect costs to

see if they are

considered later

This is just

environmental?

Response: Could include

ROW, utilities, but largely

cost of mitigating

environmental impacts

Includes

socioeconomic costs

beyond fiscal

concerns

Thumbs up, Looks

good

Just by acres? Or by

trees?

Suggest potentially

doing so by tree; an

individual tree can be

a habitat for species

Depends on the

situation

What is the definition

of old growth?

Size of individual trees needs

to be captured; public is

responsive to big trees

regardless of age

Add DBH or some

kind of measure

Crosses line between

natural & cultural

resources; will be

tricky to evaluate

Recent point of

contention in

considering removal

of one tree

Caltrans: Have tree

counts w/diameters

for some areas

Don't have count for

Green Diamond; will

count every tree during

environmental process

No comments

Consider changing

measurements on

habitat from acres to

trees

Or both trees and

acres depending ...

what about plant

communities not

trees, wetlands, etc...

Again, plants may be

cultural resources as

well

No comments

By adding "other

types" you seem to

cover all types

No comments

This seems to speak

to existing sites / trails

only

Will any new

opportunities be

added?

Road originally

created for tourists,

need to consider

those resources

Possible approach:

preliminary info, 22

sites and 18 isolates

Not all sites have

equal value by size,

significance, etc.

Project in D9: had to

do least risk analysis

with ranking/scoring

system for site types

Categories per

amount / type of

artifacts, complexity,

etc.

Historics more difficult

to quantify

Chart created by Jay

King, D9

Tribes may object to

sites being ranked

Rankings may be too

subjective; but sites

do not have equal

value

Find way to assess

potential mitigation,

cost, timeline, etc.

May be able to look at

acreage

Like idea of categorizing

or ranking sites, but need

tribes involved to discuss

Need to know how

tribes assign value

and how the sites

relate to each other

Need feedback from

tribes on cultural

significance of plant

populations 

Consider how visual

attributes of

resources are

affected

Ethnographic studies

assessing indirect

effects to resources

E.g., mythological

connections to

specific locations

Must consider beyond

bounds of alignments

Who considers these

resources valuable

and how are they

valuable?

Go deeper than

standard

archeological info and

consider it

Caltrans: Is it reasonable

to take all info and assign

a high / medium / low

value?

A matter of building

relationship among

committee, clear and

open communication

Will take some work and

creativity to get there;

can only be achieved

through consistent open

communication

Group has been

doing well so far

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Criteria: Habitat

Caltrans asks: will we

need more collaboration /

interim meeting prior to

March workshop?

Maybe yes. It may depend on

the participation of Tribes in

the next few meetings. Will the

results be shared out from all

the meetings? (Caltrans

response: Yes.)

Of value; cannot

move forward without

tribes' participation

Would be valuable
Do think it would be

valuable. 

Overall Methodology

Another approach:

use sensitivity model

developed in D9

Takes distance to

water, slope, geology,

etc. into account

Only a few areas are

high sensitivity by that

metric

Fairly easy GIS

analysis; also useful

for finding deposits

during construction

Thumbs up

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

If adding a new

metric, consider how

to mitigate

Could be helpful with

pre-contact

archeological info

Other types of sites

that need to be

gauged; harder to

determine types of

risks

Agreed on working

well as group,

understanding issues

holistically

Still in midst of collecting

info; values identified will

change

In process of

developing

understanding; work

in progress

Participant responses:

Hard to state what

works best; tribal

partners need to speak

for themselves

Requires close

coordination with

tribes

Have follow-up

conversations if

necessary

How much detail to

go into?

HNTB: How would

ranking approach

work best?

Create chart and

submit to tribes or

start from scratch?

Leads back to

mitigation and

potential costs for

cultural mitigation

May be more detailed

than just 3 categories

Overlap between

environmental and

cultural mitigation

Also includes cost of

cultural mitigation

Overall Methodology General Comments / Questions
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Last Chance Grade Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1, December 2020—Summary of Results
Appendix B: Workshop Results

Cultural Resources Working Group - 12.14.2020

Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1

Criteria: Road closure

Performance Measure: Probability of long-term closure

Criteria: Traffic mobility

Performance Measure: Probability of lane reduction and mobility impact

Criteria: Maintenance cost

Performance Measure: Probability of increased maintenance costs

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Old growth redwood forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Mature mixed coniferous forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Other types, i.e. coastal scrub (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Young growth / mixed forest (acres)

Criteria: Wildlife connectivity

Performance Measure: New habitat island generated (acres)

Criteria: Recreational resources

Performance Measure: Number and type of sites / trails affected

Criteria: Cultural Resources

Performance Measure: Expert Assessment of Risk

Criteria: Capital costs

Performance Measure: Construction cost (millions)

Criteria: Mitigation costs

Performance Measure: Mitigation cost range (high / medium / low)

Criteria: Litigation costs

Performance Measure: Risk of litigation (millions)

No concerns about

this particular

performance

measure.

Yes, comfortable with

this metric

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

Close coordination

with tribes is

necessary

General Comments / Questions

No concerns with

Traffic Mobility as

performance measure

maintenance costs

should be a

performance measure

moving forward

Thumbs up 

Looks good, thumbs

up

No comments

no concerns. However

I'm waiting for some

other indirect costs to

see if they are

considered later

This is just

environmental?

Response: Could include

ROW, utilities, but largely

cost of mitigating

environmental impacts

Includes

socioeconomic costs

beyond fiscal

concerns

Thumbs up, Looks

good

Just by acres? Or by

trees?

Suggest potentially

doing so by tree; an

individual tree can be

a habitat for species

Depends on the

situation

What is the definition

of old growth?

Size of individual trees needs

to be captured; public is

responsive to big trees

regardless of age

Add DBH or some

kind of measure

Crosses line between

natural & cultural

resources; will be

tricky to evaluate

Recent point of

contention in

considering removal

of one tree

Caltrans: Have tree

counts w/diameters

for some areas

Don't have count for

Green Diamond; will

count every tree during

environmental process

No comments

Consider changing

measurements on

habitat from acres to

trees

Or both trees and

acres depending ...

what about plant

communities not

trees, wetlands, etc...

Again, plants may be

cultural resources as

well

No comments

By adding "other

types" you seem to

cover all types

No comments

This seems to speak

to existing sites / trails

only

Will any new

opportunities be

added?

Road originally

created for tourists,

need to consider

those resources

Possible approach:

preliminary info, 22

sites and 18 isolates

Not all sites have

equal value by size,

significance, etc.

Project in D9: had to

do least risk analysis

with ranking/scoring

system for site types

Categories per

amount / type of

artifacts, complexity,

etc.

Historics more difficult

to quantify

Chart created by Jay

King, D9

Tribes may object to

sites being ranked

Rankings may be too

subjective; but sites

do not have equal

value

Find way to assess

potential mitigation,

cost, timeline, etc.

May be able to look at

acreage

Like idea of categorizing

or ranking sites, but need

tribes involved to discuss

Need to know how

tribes assign value

and how the sites

relate to each other

Need feedback from

tribes on cultural

significance of plant

populations 

Consider how visual

attributes of

resources are

affected

Ethnographic studies

assessing indirect

effects to resources

E.g., mythological

connections to

specific locations

Must consider beyond

bounds of alignments

Who considers these

resources valuable

and how are they

valuable?

Go deeper than

standard

archeological info and

consider it

Caltrans: Is it reasonable

to take all info and assign

a high / medium / low

value?

A matter of building

relationship among

committee, clear and

open communication

Will take some work and

creativity to get there;

can only be achieved

through consistent open

communication

Group has been

doing well so far

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Criteria: Habitat

Caltrans asks: will we

need more collaboration /

interim meeting prior to

March workshop?

Maybe yes. It may depend on

the participation of Tribes in

the next few meetings. Will the

results be shared out from all

the meetings? (Caltrans

response: Yes.)

Of value; cannot

move forward without

tribes' participation

Would be valuable
Do think it would be

valuable. 

Overall Methodology

Another approach:

use sensitivity model

developed in D9

Takes distance to

water, slope, geology,

etc. into account

Only a few areas are

high sensitivity by that

metric

Fairly easy GIS

analysis; also useful

for finding deposits

during construction

Thumbs up

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

If adding a new

metric, consider how

to mitigate

Could be helpful with

pre-contact

archeological info

Other types of sites

that need to be

gauged; harder to

determine types of

risks

Agreed on working

well as group,

understanding issues

holistically

Still in midst of collecting

info; values identified will

change

In process of

developing

understanding; work

in progress

Participant responses:

Hard to state what

works best; tribal

partners need to speak

for themselves

Requires close

coordination with

tribes

Have follow-up

conversations if

necessary

How much detail to

go into?

HNTB: How would

ranking approach

work best?

Create chart and

submit to tribes or

start from scratch?

Leads back to

mitigation and

potential costs for

cultural mitigation

May be more detailed

than just 3 categories

Overlap between

environmental and

cultural mitigation

Also includes cost of

cultural mitigation

Cultural Resources Working Group - 12.14.2020

Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1

Criteria: Road closure

Performance Measure: Probability of long-term closure

Criteria: Traffic mobility

Performance Measure: Probability of lane reduction and mobility impact

Criteria: Maintenance cost

Performance Measure: Probability of increased maintenance costs

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Old growth redwood forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Mature mixed coniferous forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Other types, i.e. coastal scrub (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Young growth / mixed forest (acres)

Criteria: Wildlife connectivity

Performance Measure: New habitat island generated (acres)

Criteria: Recreational resources

Performance Measure: Number and type of sites / trails affected

Criteria: Cultural Resources

Performance Measure: Expert Assessment of Risk

Criteria: Capital costs

Performance Measure: Construction cost (millions)

Criteria: Mitigation costs

Performance Measure: Mitigation cost range (high / medium / low)

Criteria: Litigation costs

Performance Measure: Risk of litigation (millions)

No concerns about

this particular

performance

measure.

Yes, comfortable with

this metric

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

Close coordination

with tribes is

necessary

General Comments / Questions

No concerns with

Traffic Mobility as

performance measure

maintenance costs

should be a

performance measure

moving forward

Thumbs up 

Looks good, thumbs

up

No comments

no concerns. However

I'm waiting for some

other indirect costs to

see if they are

considered later

This is just

environmental?

Response: Could include

ROW, utilities, but largely

cost of mitigating

environmental impacts

Includes

socioeconomic costs

beyond fiscal

concerns

Thumbs up, Looks

good

Just by acres? Or by

trees?

Suggest potentially

doing so by tree; an

individual tree can be

a habitat for species

Depends on the

situation

What is the definition

of old growth?

Size of individual trees needs

to be captured; public is

responsive to big trees

regardless of age

Add DBH or some

kind of measure

Crosses line between

natural & cultural

resources; will be

tricky to evaluate

Recent point of

contention in

considering removal

of one tree

Caltrans: Have tree

counts w/diameters

for some areas

Don't have count for

Green Diamond; will

count every tree during

environmental process

No comments

Consider changing

measurements on

habitat from acres to

trees

Or both trees and

acres depending ...

what about plant

communities not

trees, wetlands, etc...

Again, plants may be

cultural resources as

well

No comments

By adding "other

types" you seem to

cover all types

No comments

This seems to speak

to existing sites / trails

only

Will any new

opportunities be

added?

Road originally

created for tourists,

need to consider

those resources

Possible approach:

preliminary info, 22

sites and 18 isolates

Not all sites have

equal value by size,

significance, etc.

Project in D9: had to

do least risk analysis

with ranking/scoring

system for site types

Categories per

amount / type of

artifacts, complexity,

etc.

Historics more difficult

to quantify

Chart created by Jay

King, D9

Tribes may object to

sites being ranked

Rankings may be too

subjective; but sites

do not have equal

value

Find way to assess

potential mitigation,

cost, timeline, etc.

May be able to look at

acreage

Like idea of categorizing

or ranking sites, but need

tribes involved to discuss

Need to know how

tribes assign value

and how the sites

relate to each other

Need feedback from

tribes on cultural

significance of plant

populations 

Consider how visual

attributes of

resources are

affected

Ethnographic studies

assessing indirect

effects to resources

E.g., mythological

connections to

specific locations

Must consider beyond

bounds of alignments

Who considers these

resources valuable

and how are they

valuable?

Go deeper than

standard

archeological info and

consider it

Caltrans: Is it reasonable

to take all info and assign

a high / medium / low

value?

A matter of building

relationship among

committee, clear and

open communication

Will take some work and

creativity to get there;

can only be achieved

through consistent open

communication

Group has been

doing well so far

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Criteria: Habitat

Caltrans asks: will we

need more collaboration /

interim meeting prior to

March workshop?

Maybe yes. It may depend on

the participation of Tribes in

the next few meetings. Will the

results be shared out from all

the meetings? (Caltrans

response: Yes.)

Of value; cannot

move forward without

tribes' participation

Would be valuable
Do think it would be

valuable. 

Overall Methodology

Another approach:

use sensitivity model

developed in D9

Takes distance to

water, slope, geology,

etc. into account

Only a few areas are

high sensitivity by that

metric

Fairly easy GIS

analysis; also useful

for finding deposits

during construction

Thumbs up

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

If adding a new

metric, consider how

to mitigate

Could be helpful with

pre-contact

archeological info

Other types of sites

that need to be

gauged; harder to

determine types of

risks

Agreed on working

well as group,

understanding issues

holistically

Still in midst of collecting

info; values identified will

change

In process of

developing

understanding; work

in progress

Participant responses:

Hard to state what

works best; tribal

partners need to speak

for themselves

Requires close

coordination with

tribes

Have follow-up

conversations if

necessary

How much detail to

go into?

HNTB: How would

ranking approach

work best?

Create chart and

submit to tribes or

start from scratch?

Leads back to

mitigation and

potential costs for

cultural mitigation

May be more detailed

than just 3 categories

Overlap between

environmental and

cultural mitigation

Also includes cost of

cultural mitigation

Cultural Resources Working Group - 12.14.2020

Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1

Criteria: Road closure

Performance Measure: Probability of long-term closure

Criteria: Traffic mobility

Performance Measure: Probability of lane reduction and mobility impact

Criteria: Maintenance cost

Performance Measure: Probability of increased maintenance costs

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Old growth redwood forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Mature mixed coniferous forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Other types, i.e. coastal scrub (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Young growth / mixed forest (acres)

Criteria: Wildlife connectivity

Performance Measure: New habitat island generated (acres)

Criteria: Recreational resources

Performance Measure: Number and type of sites / trails affected

Criteria: Cultural Resources

Performance Measure: Expert Assessment of Risk

Criteria: Capital costs

Performance Measure: Construction cost (millions)

Criteria: Mitigation costs

Performance Measure: Mitigation cost range (high / medium / low)

Criteria: Litigation costs

Performance Measure: Risk of litigation (millions)

No concerns about

this particular

performance

measure.

Yes, comfortable with

this metric

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

Close coordination

with tribes is

necessary

General Comments / Questions

No concerns with

Traffic Mobility as

performance measure

maintenance costs

should be a

performance measure

moving forward

Thumbs up 

Looks good, thumbs

up

No comments

no concerns. However

I'm waiting for some

other indirect costs to

see if they are

considered later

This is just

environmental?

Response: Could include

ROW, utilities, but largely

cost of mitigating

environmental impacts

Includes

socioeconomic costs

beyond fiscal

concerns

Thumbs up, Looks

good

Just by acres? Or by

trees?

Suggest potentially

doing so by tree; an

individual tree can be

a habitat for species

Depends on the

situation

What is the definition

of old growth?

Size of individual trees needs

to be captured; public is

responsive to big trees

regardless of age

Add DBH or some

kind of measure

Crosses line between

natural & cultural

resources; will be

tricky to evaluate

Recent point of

contention in

considering removal

of one tree

Caltrans: Have tree

counts w/diameters

for some areas

Don't have count for

Green Diamond; will

count every tree during

environmental process

No comments

Consider changing

measurements on

habitat from acres to

trees

Or both trees and

acres depending ...

what about plant

communities not

trees, wetlands, etc...

Again, plants may be

cultural resources as

well

No comments

By adding "other

types" you seem to

cover all types

No comments

This seems to speak

to existing sites / trails

only

Will any new

opportunities be

added?

Road originally

created for tourists,

need to consider

those resources

Possible approach:

preliminary info, 22

sites and 18 isolates

Not all sites have

equal value by size,

significance, etc.

Project in D9: had to

do least risk analysis

with ranking/scoring

system for site types

Categories per

amount / type of

artifacts, complexity,

etc.

Historics more difficult

to quantify

Chart created by Jay

King, D9

Tribes may object to

sites being ranked

Rankings may be too

subjective; but sites

do not have equal

value

Find way to assess

potential mitigation,

cost, timeline, etc.

May be able to look at

acreage

Like idea of categorizing

or ranking sites, but need

tribes involved to discuss

Need to know how

tribes assign value

and how the sites

relate to each other

Need feedback from

tribes on cultural

significance of plant

populations 

Consider how visual

attributes of

resources are

affected

Ethnographic studies

assessing indirect

effects to resources

E.g., mythological

connections to

specific locations

Must consider beyond

bounds of alignments

Who considers these

resources valuable

and how are they

valuable?

Go deeper than

standard

archeological info and

consider it

Caltrans: Is it reasonable

to take all info and assign

a high / medium / low

value?

A matter of building

relationship among

committee, clear and

open communication

Will take some work and

creativity to get there;

can only be achieved

through consistent open

communication

Group has been

doing well so far

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Criteria: Habitat

Caltrans asks: will we

need more collaboration /

interim meeting prior to

March workshop?

Maybe yes. It may depend on

the participation of Tribes in

the next few meetings. Will the

results be shared out from all

the meetings? (Caltrans

response: Yes.)

Of value; cannot

move forward without

tribes' participation

Would be valuable
Do think it would be

valuable. 

Overall Methodology

Another approach:

use sensitivity model

developed in D9

Takes distance to

water, slope, geology,

etc. into account

Only a few areas are

high sensitivity by that

metric

Fairly easy GIS

analysis; also useful

for finding deposits

during construction

Thumbs up

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

If adding a new

metric, consider how

to mitigate

Could be helpful with

pre-contact

archeological info

Other types of sites

that need to be

gauged; harder to

determine types of

risks

Agreed on working

well as group,

understanding issues

holistically

Still in midst of collecting

info; values identified will

change

In process of

developing

understanding; work

in progress

Participant responses:

Hard to state what

works best; tribal

partners need to speak

for themselves

Requires close

coordination with

tribes

Have follow-up

conversations if

necessary

How much detail to

go into?

HNTB: How would

ranking approach

work best?

Create chart and

submit to tribes or

start from scratch?

Leads back to

mitigation and

potential costs for

cultural mitigation

May be more detailed

than just 3 categories

Overlap between

environmental and

cultural mitigation

Also includes cost of

cultural mitigation

Cultural Resources Working Group, 12-14-2020
Page 2



Caltrans District 1 B-3
Last Chance Grade Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1, December 2020—Summary of Results
Appendix B: Workshop Results

Cultural Resources Working Group - 12.14.2020

Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1

Criteria: Road closure

Performance Measure: Probability of long-term closure

Criteria: Traffic mobility

Performance Measure: Probability of lane reduction and mobility impact

Criteria: Maintenance cost

Performance Measure: Probability of increased maintenance costs

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Old growth redwood forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Mature mixed coniferous forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Other types, i.e. coastal scrub (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Young growth / mixed forest (acres)

Criteria: Wildlife connectivity

Performance Measure: New habitat island generated (acres)

Criteria: Recreational resources

Performance Measure: Number and type of sites / trails affected

Criteria: Cultural Resources

Performance Measure: Expert Assessment of Risk

Criteria: Capital costs

Performance Measure: Construction cost (millions)

Criteria: Mitigation costs

Performance Measure: Mitigation cost range (high / medium / low)

Criteria: Litigation costs

Performance Measure: Risk of litigation (millions)

No concerns about

this particular

performance

measure.

Yes, comfortable with

this metric

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

Close coordination

with tribes is

necessary

General Comments / Questions

No concerns with

Traffic Mobility as

performance measure

maintenance costs

should be a

performance measure

moving forward

Thumbs up 

Looks good, thumbs

up

No comments

no concerns. However

I'm waiting for some

other indirect costs to

see if they are

considered later

This is just

environmental?

Response: Could include

ROW, utilities, but largely

cost of mitigating

environmental impacts

Includes

socioeconomic costs

beyond fiscal

concerns

Thumbs up, Looks

good

Just by acres? Or by

trees?

Suggest potentially

doing so by tree; an

individual tree can be

a habitat for species

Depends on the

situation

What is the definition

of old growth?

Size of individual trees needs

to be captured; public is

responsive to big trees

regardless of age

Add DBH or some

kind of measure

Crosses line between

natural & cultural

resources; will be

tricky to evaluate

Recent point of

contention in

considering removal

of one tree

Caltrans: Have tree

counts w/diameters

for some areas

Don't have count for

Green Diamond; will

count every tree during

environmental process

No comments

Consider changing

measurements on

habitat from acres to

trees

Or both trees and

acres depending ...

what about plant

communities not

trees, wetlands, etc...

Again, plants may be

cultural resources as

well

No comments

By adding "other

types" you seem to

cover all types

No comments

This seems to speak

to existing sites / trails

only

Will any new

opportunities be

added?

Road originally

created for tourists,

need to consider

those resources

Possible approach:

preliminary info, 22

sites and 18 isolates

Not all sites have

equal value by size,

significance, etc.

Project in D9: had to

do least risk analysis

with ranking/scoring

system for site types

Categories per

amount / type of

artifacts, complexity,

etc.

Historics more difficult

to quantify

Chart created by Jay

King, D9

Tribes may object to

sites being ranked

Rankings may be too

subjective; but sites

do not have equal

value

Find way to assess

potential mitigation,

cost, timeline, etc.

May be able to look at

acreage

Like idea of categorizing

or ranking sites, but need

tribes involved to discuss

Need to know how

tribes assign value

and how the sites

relate to each other

Need feedback from

tribes on cultural

significance of plant

populations 

Consider how visual

attributes of

resources are

affected

Ethnographic studies

assessing indirect

effects to resources

E.g., mythological

connections to

specific locations

Must consider beyond

bounds of alignments

Who considers these

resources valuable

and how are they

valuable?

Go deeper than

standard

archeological info and

consider it

Caltrans: Is it reasonable

to take all info and assign

a high / medium / low

value?

A matter of building

relationship among

committee, clear and

open communication

Will take some work and

creativity to get there;

can only be achieved

through consistent open

communication

Group has been

doing well so far

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Criteria: Habitat

Caltrans asks: will we

need more collaboration /

interim meeting prior to

March workshop?

Maybe yes. It may depend on

the participation of Tribes in

the next few meetings. Will the

results be shared out from all

the meetings? (Caltrans

response: Yes.)

Of value; cannot

move forward without

tribes' participation

Would be valuable
Do think it would be

valuable. 

Overall Methodology

Another approach:

use sensitivity model

developed in D9

Takes distance to

water, slope, geology,

etc. into account

Only a few areas are

high sensitivity by that

metric

Fairly easy GIS

analysis; also useful

for finding deposits

during construction

Thumbs up

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

If adding a new

metric, consider how

to mitigate

Could be helpful with

pre-contact

archeological info

Other types of sites

that need to be

gauged; harder to

determine types of

risks

Agreed on working

well as group,

understanding issues

holistically

Still in midst of collecting

info; values identified will

change

In process of

developing

understanding; work

in progress

Participant responses:

Hard to state what

works best; tribal

partners need to speak

for themselves

Requires close

coordination with

tribes

Have follow-up

conversations if

necessary

How much detail to

go into?

HNTB: How would

ranking approach

work best?

Create chart and

submit to tribes or

start from scratch?

Leads back to

mitigation and

potential costs for

cultural mitigation

May be more detailed

than just 3 categories

Overlap between

environmental and

cultural mitigation

Also includes cost of

cultural mitigation

Cultural Resources Working Group, 12-14-2020
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Cultural Resources Working Group - 12.14.2020

Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1

Criteria: Road closure

Performance Measure: Probability of long-term closure

Criteria: Traffic mobility

Performance Measure: Probability of lane reduction and mobility impact

Criteria: Maintenance cost

Performance Measure: Probability of increased maintenance costs

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Old growth redwood forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Mature mixed coniferous forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Other types, i.e. coastal scrub (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Young growth / mixed forest (acres)

Criteria: Wildlife connectivity

Performance Measure: New habitat island generated (acres)

Criteria: Recreational resources

Performance Measure: Number and type of sites / trails affected

Criteria: Cultural Resources

Performance Measure: Expert Assessment of Risk

Criteria: Capital costs

Performance Measure: Construction cost (millions)

Criteria: Mitigation costs

Performance Measure: Mitigation cost range (high / medium / low)

Criteria: Litigation costs

Performance Measure: Risk of litigation (millions)

No concerns about

this particular

performance

measure.

Yes, comfortable with

this metric

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

Close coordination

with tribes is

necessary

General Comments / Questions

No concerns with

Traffic Mobility as

performance measure

maintenance costs

should be a

performance measure

moving forward

Thumbs up 

Looks good, thumbs

up

No comments

no concerns. However

I'm waiting for some

other indirect costs to

see if they are

considered later

This is just

environmental?

Response: Could include

ROW, utilities, but largely

cost of mitigating

environmental impacts

Includes

socioeconomic costs

beyond fiscal

concerns

Thumbs up, Looks

good

Just by acres? Or by

trees?

Suggest potentially

doing so by tree; an

individual tree can be

a habitat for species

Depends on the

situation

What is the definition

of old growth?

Size of individual trees needs

to be captured; public is

responsive to big trees

regardless of age

Add DBH or some

kind of measure

Crosses line between

natural & cultural

resources; will be

tricky to evaluate

Recent point of

contention in

considering removal

of one tree

Caltrans: Have tree

counts w/diameters

for some areas

Don't have count for

Green Diamond; will

count every tree during

environmental process

No comments

Consider changing

measurements on

habitat from acres to

trees

Or both trees and

acres depending ...

what about plant

communities not

trees, wetlands, etc...

Again, plants may be

cultural resources as

well

No comments

By adding "other

types" you seem to

cover all types

No comments

This seems to speak

to existing sites / trails

only

Will any new

opportunities be

added?

Road originally

created for tourists,

need to consider

those resources

Possible approach:

preliminary info, 22

sites and 18 isolates

Not all sites have

equal value by size,

significance, etc.

Project in D9: had to

do least risk analysis

with ranking/scoring

system for site types

Categories per

amount / type of

artifacts, complexity,

etc.

Historics more difficult

to quantify

Chart created by Jay

King, D9

Tribes may object to

sites being ranked

Rankings may be too

subjective; but sites

do not have equal

value

Find way to assess

potential mitigation,

cost, timeline, etc.

May be able to look at

acreage

Like idea of categorizing

or ranking sites, but need

tribes involved to discuss

Need to know how

tribes assign value

and how the sites

relate to each other

Need feedback from

tribes on cultural

significance of plant

populations 

Consider how visual

attributes of

resources are

affected

Ethnographic studies

assessing indirect

effects to resources

E.g., mythological

connections to

specific locations

Must consider beyond

bounds of alignments

Who considers these

resources valuable

and how are they

valuable?

Go deeper than

standard

archeological info and

consider it

Caltrans: Is it reasonable

to take all info and assign

a high / medium / low

value?

A matter of building

relationship among

committee, clear and

open communication

Will take some work and

creativity to get there;

can only be achieved

through consistent open

communication

Group has been

doing well so far

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Criteria: Habitat

Caltrans asks: will we

need more collaboration /

interim meeting prior to

March workshop?

Maybe yes. It may depend on

the participation of Tribes in

the next few meetings. Will the

results be shared out from all

the meetings? (Caltrans

response: Yes.)

Of value; cannot

move forward without

tribes' participation

Would be valuable
Do think it would be

valuable. 

Overall Methodology

Another approach:

use sensitivity model

developed in D9

Takes distance to

water, slope, geology,

etc. into account

Only a few areas are

high sensitivity by that

metric

Fairly easy GIS

analysis; also useful

for finding deposits

during construction

Thumbs up

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

If adding a new

metric, consider how

to mitigate

Could be helpful with

pre-contact

archeological info

Other types of sites

that need to be

gauged; harder to

determine types of

risks

Agreed on working

well as group,

understanding issues

holistically

Still in midst of collecting

info; values identified will

change

In process of

developing

understanding; work

in progress

Participant responses:

Hard to state what

works best; tribal

partners need to speak

for themselves

Requires close

coordination with

tribes

Have follow-up

conversations if

necessary

How much detail to

go into?

HNTB: How would

ranking approach

work best?

Create chart and

submit to tribes or

start from scratch?

Leads back to

mitigation and

potential costs for

cultural mitigation

May be more detailed

than just 3 categories

Overlap between

environmental and

cultural mitigation

Also includes cost of

cultural mitigation



Caltrans District 1 B-4
Last Chance Grade Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1, December 2020—Summary of Results
Appendix B: Workshop Results

Cultural Resources Working Group - 12.14.2020

Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1

Criteria: Road closure

Performance Measure: Probability of long-term closure

Criteria: Traffic mobility

Performance Measure: Probability of lane reduction and mobility impact

Criteria: Maintenance cost

Performance Measure: Probability of increased maintenance costs

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Old growth redwood forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Mature mixed coniferous forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Other types, i.e. coastal scrub (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Young growth / mixed forest (acres)

Criteria: Wildlife connectivity

Performance Measure: New habitat island generated (acres)

Criteria: Recreational resources

Performance Measure: Number and type of sites / trails affected

Criteria: Cultural Resources

Performance Measure: Expert Assessment of Risk

Criteria: Capital costs

Performance Measure: Construction cost (millions)

Criteria: Mitigation costs

Performance Measure: Mitigation cost range (high / medium / low)

Criteria: Litigation costs

Performance Measure: Risk of litigation (millions)

No concerns about

this particular

performance

measure.

Yes, comfortable with

this metric

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

Close coordination

with tribes is

necessary

General Comments / Questions

No concerns with

Traffic Mobility as

performance measure

maintenance costs

should be a

performance measure

moving forward

Thumbs up 

Looks good, thumbs

up

No comments

no concerns. However

I'm waiting for some

other indirect costs to

see if they are

considered later

This is just

environmental?

Response: Could include

ROW, utilities, but largely

cost of mitigating

environmental impacts

Includes

socioeconomic costs

beyond fiscal

concerns

Thumbs up, Looks

good

Just by acres? Or by

trees?

Suggest potentially

doing so by tree; an

individual tree can be

a habitat for species

Depends on the

situation

What is the definition

of old growth?

Size of individual trees needs

to be captured; public is

responsive to big trees

regardless of age

Add DBH or some

kind of measure

Crosses line between

natural & cultural

resources; will be

tricky to evaluate

Recent point of

contention in

considering removal

of one tree

Caltrans: Have tree

counts w/diameters

for some areas

Don't have count for

Green Diamond; will

count every tree during

environmental process

No comments

Consider changing

measurements on

habitat from acres to

trees

Or both trees and

acres depending ...

what about plant

communities not

trees, wetlands, etc...

Again, plants may be

cultural resources as

well

No comments

By adding "other

types" you seem to

cover all types

No comments

This seems to speak

to existing sites / trails

only

Will any new

opportunities be

added?

Road originally

created for tourists,

need to consider

those resources

Possible approach:

preliminary info, 22

sites and 18 isolates

Not all sites have

equal value by size,

significance, etc.

Project in D9: had to

do least risk analysis

with ranking/scoring

system for site types

Categories per

amount / type of

artifacts, complexity,

etc.

Historics more difficult

to quantify

Chart created by Jay

King, D9

Tribes may object to

sites being ranked

Rankings may be too

subjective; but sites

do not have equal

value

Find way to assess

potential mitigation,

cost, timeline, etc.

May be able to look at

acreage

Like idea of categorizing

or ranking sites, but need

tribes involved to discuss

Need to know how

tribes assign value

and how the sites

relate to each other

Need feedback from

tribes on cultural

significance of plant

populations 

Consider how visual

attributes of

resources are

affected

Ethnographic studies

assessing indirect

effects to resources

E.g., mythological

connections to

specific locations

Must consider beyond

bounds of alignments

Who considers these

resources valuable

and how are they

valuable?

Go deeper than

standard

archeological info and

consider it

Caltrans: Is it reasonable

to take all info and assign

a high / medium / low

value?

A matter of building

relationship among

committee, clear and

open communication

Will take some work and

creativity to get there;

can only be achieved

through consistent open

communication

Group has been

doing well so far

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Criteria: Habitat

Caltrans asks: will we

need more collaboration /

interim meeting prior to

March workshop?

Maybe yes. It may depend on

the participation of Tribes in

the next few meetings. Will the

results be shared out from all

the meetings? (Caltrans

response: Yes.)

Of value; cannot

move forward without

tribes' participation

Would be valuable
Do think it would be

valuable. 

Overall Methodology

Another approach:

use sensitivity model

developed in D9

Takes distance to

water, slope, geology,

etc. into account

Only a few areas are

high sensitivity by that

metric

Fairly easy GIS

analysis; also useful

for finding deposits

during construction

Thumbs up

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

If adding a new

metric, consider how

to mitigate

Could be helpful with

pre-contact

archeological info

Other types of sites

that need to be

gauged; harder to

determine types of

risks

Agreed on working

well as group,

understanding issues

holistically

Still in midst of collecting

info; values identified will

change

In process of

developing

understanding; work

in progress

Participant responses:

Hard to state what

works best; tribal

partners need to speak

for themselves

Requires close

coordination with

tribes

Have follow-up

conversations if

necessary

How much detail to

go into?

HNTB: How would

ranking approach

work best?

Create chart and

submit to tribes or

start from scratch?

Leads back to

mitigation and

potential costs for

cultural mitigation

May be more detailed

than just 3 categories

Overlap between

environmental and

cultural mitigation

Also includes cost of

cultural mitigation

Cultural Resources Working Group, 12-14-2020
Page 4

Cultural Resources Working Group - 12.14.2020

Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1

Criteria: Road closure

Performance Measure: Probability of long-term closure

Criteria: Traffic mobility

Performance Measure: Probability of lane reduction and mobility impact

Criteria: Maintenance cost

Performance Measure: Probability of increased maintenance costs

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Old growth redwood forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Mature mixed coniferous forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Other types, i.e. coastal scrub (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Young growth / mixed forest (acres)

Criteria: Wildlife connectivity

Performance Measure: New habitat island generated (acres)

Criteria: Recreational resources

Performance Measure: Number and type of sites / trails affected

Criteria: Cultural Resources

Performance Measure: Expert Assessment of Risk

Criteria: Capital costs

Performance Measure: Construction cost (millions)

Criteria: Mitigation costs

Performance Measure: Mitigation cost range (high / medium / low)

Criteria: Litigation costs

Performance Measure: Risk of litigation (millions)

No concerns about

this particular

performance

measure.

Yes, comfortable with

this metric

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

Close coordination

with tribes is

necessary

General Comments / Questions

No concerns with

Traffic Mobility as

performance measure

maintenance costs

should be a

performance measure

moving forward

Thumbs up 

Looks good, thumbs

up

No comments

no concerns. However

I'm waiting for some

other indirect costs to

see if they are

considered later

This is just

environmental?

Response: Could include

ROW, utilities, but largely

cost of mitigating

environmental impacts

Includes

socioeconomic costs

beyond fiscal

concerns

Thumbs up, Looks

good

Just by acres? Or by

trees?

Suggest potentially

doing so by tree; an

individual tree can be

a habitat for species

Depends on the

situation

What is the definition

of old growth?

Size of individual trees needs

to be captured; public is

responsive to big trees

regardless of age

Add DBH or some

kind of measure

Crosses line between

natural & cultural

resources; will be

tricky to evaluate

Recent point of

contention in

considering removal

of one tree

Caltrans: Have tree

counts w/diameters

for some areas

Don't have count for

Green Diamond; will

count every tree during

environmental process

No comments

Consider changing

measurements on

habitat from acres to

trees

Or both trees and

acres depending ...

what about plant

communities not

trees, wetlands, etc...

Again, plants may be

cultural resources as

well

No comments

By adding "other

types" you seem to

cover all types

No comments

This seems to speak

to existing sites / trails

only

Will any new

opportunities be

added?

Road originally

created for tourists,

need to consider

those resources

Possible approach:

preliminary info, 22

sites and 18 isolates

Not all sites have

equal value by size,

significance, etc.

Project in D9: had to

do least risk analysis

with ranking/scoring

system for site types

Categories per

amount / type of

artifacts, complexity,

etc.

Historics more difficult

to quantify

Chart created by Jay

King, D9

Tribes may object to

sites being ranked

Rankings may be too

subjective; but sites

do not have equal

value

Find way to assess

potential mitigation,

cost, timeline, etc.

May be able to look at

acreage

Like idea of categorizing

or ranking sites, but need

tribes involved to discuss

Need to know how

tribes assign value

and how the sites

relate to each other

Need feedback from

tribes on cultural

significance of plant

populations 

Consider how visual

attributes of

resources are

affected

Ethnographic studies

assessing indirect

effects to resources

E.g., mythological

connections to

specific locations

Must consider beyond

bounds of alignments

Who considers these

resources valuable

and how are they

valuable?

Go deeper than

standard

archeological info and

consider it

Caltrans: Is it reasonable

to take all info and assign

a high / medium / low

value?

A matter of building

relationship among

committee, clear and

open communication

Will take some work and

creativity to get there;

can only be achieved

through consistent open

communication

Group has been

doing well so far

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Criteria: Habitat

Caltrans asks: will we

need more collaboration /

interim meeting prior to

March workshop?

Maybe yes. It may depend on

the participation of Tribes in

the next few meetings. Will the

results be shared out from all

the meetings? (Caltrans

response: Yes.)

Of value; cannot

move forward without

tribes' participation

Would be valuable
Do think it would be

valuable. 

Overall Methodology

Another approach:

use sensitivity model

developed in D9

Takes distance to

water, slope, geology,

etc. into account

Only a few areas are

high sensitivity by that

metric

Fairly easy GIS

analysis; also useful

for finding deposits

during construction

Thumbs up

Add socioeconomic

costs beyond just

fiscal?

If adding a new

metric, consider how

to mitigate

Could be helpful with

pre-contact

archeological info

Other types of sites

that need to be

gauged; harder to

determine types of

risks

Agreed on working

well as group,

understanding issues

holistically

Still in midst of collecting

info; values identified will

change

In process of

developing

understanding; work

in progress

Participant responses:

Hard to state what

works best; tribal

partners need to speak

for themselves

Requires close

coordination with

tribes

Have follow-up

conversations if

necessary

How much detail to

go into?

HNTB: How would

ranking approach

work best?

Create chart and

submit to tribes or

start from scratch?

Leads back to

mitigation and

potential costs for

cultural mitigation

May be more detailed

than just 3 categories

Overlap between

environmental and

cultural mitigation

Also includes cost of

cultural mitigation
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Criteria: Maintenance cost

Performance Measure: Probability of increased maintenance costs

No comments

Criteria: Capital costs

Performance Measure: Construction cost (millions)

Criteria: Litigation costs

Performance Measure: Risk of litigation (millions)

What is the cost of

doing nothing?

Caltrans: addressed in

no build alternative -

heavily considered, not

a sustainable path

forward

Loss of trees from

state parks would be

a cost

There may be extra

mitigation costs for some

alternatives. The loss of

trees could affect that

cost.

Mitigation costs could

should include the cost

of monitoring any

mitigation

Old growth tree loss cannot

be mitigated, which may be

difficult to analyze under this

process.

Obviously mitigation can

far outpace construction

costs but Caltran is

considering

Mitigation may require

purchase of off-site

mitigation for wetlands/

waters of the state.

it is vital to consider

mitigation costs

Can you adequately

estimate cost of

litigation?

Caltrans: comes down

to judgement of legal

teams and estimate of

those costs

Should be adequate

for the purpose of

screening alternatives

to carry forward

Example: project with

smaller impact held up

15 years

Even if an alternative is

supported, suit may come

from anywhere due to World

Heritage Site designation

This may impact A2

and G2 alternatives in

particular

Never heard of using litigation

potential as a decision criteria -

should at least be considered in

the analysis matrix.  An

extraordinarily complex thing to

try to predict.

Litigation is an

important

consideration.

Delay would also

escalate construction

costs over passing

years

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Old growth redwood forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Mature mixed coniferous forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Other types, i.e. coastal scrub (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Young growth / mixed forest (acres)

Criteria: Wildlife connectivity

Performance Measure: New habitat island generated (acres)

Criteria: Recreational resources

Performance Measure: Number and type of sites / trails affected

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Criteria: Habitat

Protect Natural

Resources - Water is

not on the list?

Habitat - will you use

other sensitive species

as performance

measures? 

 I do not see aquatic

resources (e.g., tributaries,

wetlands) on this list.  This

is the key resource

regulated by the Corps.

If acres of old growth forest

used to determine the acres of

old growth forest to be mitigated

for, additional metrics of the

characteristics of the old growth

forest lost/impacted, 

will need to be compared

to any candidate 'old

growth' forest that may be

considered as mitigation

habitat.

Caltrans: hoping that

acreage will serve as

measurement to help

screen

Does group feel that

tree diameters are

needed?

 consider the number of

trees along newly created

edges that may later die or

be damaged or be

considered hazardous

This category will be the biggest

driver of any controversy or

value, it should be heavily

weighted beyond just acres.

Young forest acres does not

equal old growth forest.

Agree, you need a

metric to assess value

of the conditional

difference provided by

these forests

loss of carbon

sequestration from

trees removed

Edge effect if putting

in a highway adjacent

to old growth or other

forest type.

Removal of old growth

redwoods will be the

primary metric for a

MAMU, NSO , and marten

ESA jeopardy analysis

Can tree counts in old

growth and mixed

forests be estimated

from mapping

resources?

Acre descriptions (i.e.

non tree counts) in the

non old growth forest

types should be suitable

for this exercise.

Also affects water

quality, habitat, etc. -

important aspect to

look at

Caltrans: yes, we have

aerials and tree counts

in some areas; others

would require on-the-

ground surveys

Does this consider just direct

impacts of old growth forest lost or

also the acres of new edge created

be each alternative?  An alternative

creating more old growth edge than

other may have a greater impact on

trees and wildlife.  

Caltrans: in support of

using tree counts for

old growth only?

Caltrans: somewhat; can

look at crown diameters

through LiDAR but diameter

and shape requires looking

on ground

Caltrans: can't answer

now but could

consider - possibly

more qualitatively

Can aerial surveys

and estimates be

done based on

mapping?

and the contiguous-

ness of the acres.

Either fragmented or

continuous.

A qualitative assessment

for the old growth is

imperative on many

levels.

both are important -

acres and individual

trees

Redwoods a resource

you can't mitigate for -

an invaluable

resource

Agree, old growth

impacts pose the

highest risk to the

project.

It may come down to

measuring every tree

HNTB: that's the plan,

question is whether

now or later

Related to loss of

carbon sequestration

from loss of temperate

rainforest are effects on

climate change 

Caltrans: considering

eliminating A2 and G2

which cut into old

growth

We should discuss how

you are defining young

and mature forests. What

is the difference/cutoff

between these two?

Caltrans: Young forest

is Green Diamond

area

Mature forest in park

east of road, landslide

area

Old growth never cut,

outside landslides is

different habitat - that's

mature forest

I would suggest not mixing

forest type and habitat type,

it gets pretty confusing.

Capture the "mature forest"

in the habitat acres only.

Will other sensitive

species be

considered?

Bats, plants, migratory

nesting birds

amphibians -

understudied

Response: Caltrans will

consider others but

these habitat areas will

help determine alts to

move forward

Need to come up with

some umbrella species that

capture different habitats

that are essential to many

interconnected trophic

levels,. 

We may need to give this

some more thought - might

be missing something by

only considering those 3

species

The Coastal Act requires

protection of all environmentally

sensitive habitat areas (ESHAs)

from non-resource dependent

uses - hesitate to oversimplify

between one sensitive species

and another.

Need to evaluate what

is most consistent with

policies and resolve

conflicts

Must look at hazards:

e.g., how would on-

alignment alternative

affect risks from

hazards?

Suitability of various

ESA species

Criteria: Habitat

Performance Measure: Marbled murrelet habitat (acres)

Criteria: Habitat

Performance Measure: Marten/fisher habitat (acres)

Criteria: Habitat

Performance Measure: Northern spotted owl habitat (acres)

Wildlife Connectivity -

measure: probability of

number of animals that

may be hit on each

alternative

Wildlife connectivity:

ability of each alternative

to incorporate migration

corridors into the

design(s)

Agree with everything

said re. habitat

connectivity above

Agree re wildlife

connectivity, and also

remember fish habitat

and stream

connectivity

For connectivity, alternatives

may also have greater or

lesser impacts to the

permeability of each

alternative for wildlife

movement.

For example, and alternative that

can incorporate wildlife crossing

features versus one that doesn't

will have more impact on

connectivity than just

considering the acres

fragmented by the alternative. 

A tunnel verses a surface

road is probabily the

greatest contrast for

connectiviy represented

by the alternative.

New habitat islands

created assumes the

permeability of

alternatives is fixed

across species.

Caltrans: appreciated;

some things are

difficult to quantify.

Need expert

assessment on level

of impact for these,

e.g. connectivity.

noise effects to Mill

Creek Campground

This may be controversial,

but the recreational

infrastructure  DeMartin

Backcountry Campground

and the Coastal Trail that

may be destroyed

Disregard my comment

on Mill Creek

Campground - those

alternatives have

already been dropped

Martens and fishers: 1.

have different habitat

requirements 

2. the value of the habitat

impacted or mitigated for

will have vastly different

impacts for the overall

conservation of these

species.

For these reasons, they

should really be

considered separate

performance measures.

Agree with need for

qualitative assessments

in sufficient detail to

determine habitat value

for different species.

Fishers aren't listed in

NW CA

(e.g., 5 acres of suitable

marten habitat not

equivalent to 5 acres of

fisher habitat with respect to

their impact of benefit for

respective conservation) 

Would be helpful to know

the difference in acreage of

habitat impacts, perhaps a

ranking of various "qualities"

of ESHA (eg, o.g. redwoods).

Also, the Coastal Act has other

provisions so it would also be

important to evaluate the effects

of various alternatives in relation

to minimizing risks from hazards,

maximizing public access, etc.

Agree, acres of habitat

will have to be weighted

because they are not

equal across species.

or have to be moved is not

extraordinarily important, it

is only moderately

important. They are not

irreplaceable,  could be

modified.

No comments on this

specific measure

Biological Resources Working Group - 12.15.2020

Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1

Criteria: Road closure

Performance Measure: Probability of long-term closure

Criteria: Cultural Resources

Performance Measure: Expert Assessment of Risk

Caltrans: must be

sensitive to tribal

preferences for

information sharing

No comments on

cultural resources -

should be handled in

that working group.

As long as the tribes'

comments are

addressed, the Corps

has no comments on

cultural resources.

Thank you for your

comments Jaime. No

further comments

from Elk Valley.

Consider fisheries

value to tribes and

cultural resources.

Criteria: Traffic mobility

Performance Measure: Probability of lane reduction and mobility impact

Criteria: Mitigation costs

Performance Measure: Mitigation cost range (high / medium / low)

Not sure where to mention

multi modal issues as they

relate to equity and the

coastal bike trail.  How

would a tunnel accomodate

these modes of travel?

General Comments / Questions

Group has captured

"the big nasties:"

things that can "blow

up" project

Need to be drivers for

decision making

Weighting some of

these criteria can get

us most of the way

Caltrans: hope to use

expert-based

qualitative judgments

Remember: worst case

is just studying all 7

build alternatives -

more expense and time

Hoping that

presentation of results

will help eliminate

some alternatives

Overall Methodology

acceptable no

questions or

comments

No comment from

several people

Road closures usually mean

slides & sediment potentially

impacts to waters

Consider community

impacts - economic

and social

Otherwise no

comments

Consider community

impacts

No comments specific

to this measure

No comments specific

to this measure

Criteria: Maintenance cost

Performance Measure: Probability of increased maintenance costs

No comments

Criteria: Capital costs

Performance Measure: Construction cost (millions)

Criteria: Litigation costs

Performance Measure: Risk of litigation (millions)

What is the cost of

doing nothing?

Caltrans: addressed in

no build alternative -

heavily considered, not

a sustainable path

forward

Loss of trees from

state parks would be

a cost

There may be extra

mitigation costs for some

alternatives. The loss of

trees could affect that

cost.

Mitigation costs could

should include the cost

of monitoring any

mitigation

Old growth tree loss cannot

be mitigated, which may be

difficult to analyze under this

process.

Obviously mitigation can

far outpace construction

costs but Caltran is

considering

Mitigation may require

purchase of off-site

mitigation for wetlands/

waters of the state.

it is vital to consider

mitigation costs

Can you adequately

estimate cost of

litigation?

Caltrans: comes down

to judgement of legal

teams and estimate of

those costs

Should be adequate

for the purpose of

screening alternatives

to carry forward

Example: project with

smaller impact held up

15 years

Even if an alternative is

supported, suit may come

from anywhere due to World

Heritage Site designation

This may impact A2

and G2 alternatives in

particular

Never heard of using litigation

potential as a decision criteria -

should at least be considered in

the analysis matrix.  An

extraordinarily complex thing to

try to predict.

Litigation is an

important

consideration.

Delay would also

escalate construction

costs over passing

years

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Old growth redwood forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Mature mixed coniferous forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Other types, i.e. coastal scrub (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Young growth / mixed forest (acres)

Criteria: Wildlife connectivity

Performance Measure: New habitat island generated (acres)

Criteria: Recreational resources

Performance Measure: Number and type of sites / trails affected

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Criteria: Habitat

Protect Natural

Resources - Water is

not on the list?

Habitat - will you use

other sensitive species

as performance

measures? 

 I do not see aquatic

resources (e.g., tributaries,

wetlands) on this list.  This

is the key resource

regulated by the Corps.

If acres of old growth forest

used to determine the acres of

old growth forest to be mitigated

for, additional metrics of the

characteristics of the old growth

forest lost/impacted, 

will need to be compared

to any candidate 'old

growth' forest that may be

considered as mitigation

habitat.

Caltrans: hoping that

acreage will serve as

measurement to help

screen

Does group feel that

tree diameters are

needed?

 consider the number of

trees along newly created

edges that may later die or

be damaged or be

considered hazardous

This category will be the biggest

driver of any controversy or

value, it should be heavily

weighted beyond just acres.

Young forest acres does not

equal old growth forest.

Agree, you need a

metric to assess value

of the conditional

difference provided by

these forests

loss of carbon

sequestration from

trees removed

Edge effect if putting

in a highway adjacent

to old growth or other

forest type.

Removal of old growth

redwoods will be the

primary metric for a

MAMU, NSO , and marten

ESA jeopardy analysis

Can tree counts in old

growth and mixed

forests be estimated

from mapping

resources?

Acre descriptions (i.e.

non tree counts) in the

non old growth forest

types should be suitable

for this exercise.

Also affects water

quality, habitat, etc. -

important aspect to

look at

Caltrans: yes, we have

aerials and tree counts

in some areas; others

would require on-the-

ground surveys

Does this consider just direct

impacts of old growth forest lost or

also the acres of new edge created

be each alternative?  An alternative

creating more old growth edge than

other may have a greater impact on

trees and wildlife.  

Caltrans: in support of

using tree counts for

old growth only?

Caltrans: somewhat; can

look at crown diameters

through LiDAR but diameter

and shape requires looking

on ground

Caltrans: can't answer

now but could

consider - possibly

more qualitatively

Can aerial surveys

and estimates be

done based on

mapping?

and the contiguous-

ness of the acres.

Either fragmented or

continuous.

A qualitative assessment

for the old growth is

imperative on many

levels.

both are important -

acres and individual

trees

Redwoods a resource

you can't mitigate for -

an invaluable

resource

Agree, old growth

impacts pose the

highest risk to the

project.

It may come down to

measuring every tree

HNTB: that's the plan,

question is whether

now or later

Related to loss of

carbon sequestration

from loss of temperate

rainforest are effects on

climate change 

Caltrans: considering

eliminating A2 and G2

which cut into old

growth

We should discuss how

you are defining young

and mature forests. What

is the difference/cutoff

between these two?

Caltrans: Young forest

is Green Diamond

area

Mature forest in park

east of road, landslide

area

Old growth never cut,

outside landslides is

different habitat - that's

mature forest

I would suggest not mixing

forest type and habitat type,

it gets pretty confusing.

Capture the "mature forest"

in the habitat acres only.

Will other sensitive

species be

considered?

Bats, plants, migratory

nesting birds

amphibians -

understudied

Response: Caltrans will

consider others but

these habitat areas will

help determine alts to

move forward

Need to come up with

some umbrella species that

capture different habitats

that are essential to many

interconnected trophic

levels,. 

We may need to give this

some more thought - might

be missing something by

only considering those 3

species

The Coastal Act requires

protection of all environmentally

sensitive habitat areas (ESHAs)

from non-resource dependent

uses - hesitate to oversimplify

between one sensitive species

and another.

Need to evaluate what

is most consistent with

policies and resolve

conflicts

Must look at hazards:

e.g., how would on-

alignment alternative

affect risks from

hazards?

Suitability of various

ESA species

Criteria: Habitat

Performance Measure: Marbled murrelet habitat (acres)

Criteria: Habitat

Performance Measure: Marten/fisher habitat (acres)

Criteria: Habitat

Performance Measure: Northern spotted owl habitat (acres)

Wildlife Connectivity -

measure: probability of

number of animals that

may be hit on each

alternative

Wildlife connectivity:

ability of each alternative

to incorporate migration

corridors into the

design(s)

Agree with everything

said re. habitat

connectivity above

Agree re wildlife

connectivity, and also

remember fish habitat

and stream

connectivity

For connectivity, alternatives

may also have greater or

lesser impacts to the

permeability of each

alternative for wildlife

movement.

For example, and alternative that

can incorporate wildlife crossing

features versus one that doesn't

will have more impact on

connectivity than just

considering the acres

fragmented by the alternative. 

A tunnel verses a surface

road is probabily the

greatest contrast for

connectiviy represented

by the alternative.

New habitat islands

created assumes the

permeability of

alternatives is fixed

across species.

Caltrans: appreciated;

some things are

difficult to quantify.

Need expert

assessment on level

of impact for these,

e.g. connectivity.

noise effects to Mill

Creek Campground

This may be controversial,

but the recreational

infrastructure  DeMartin

Backcountry Campground

and the Coastal Trail that

may be destroyed

Disregard my comment

on Mill Creek

Campground - those

alternatives have

already been dropped

Martens and fishers: 1.

have different habitat

requirements 

2. the value of the habitat

impacted or mitigated for

will have vastly different

impacts for the overall

conservation of these

species.

For these reasons, they

should really be

considered separate

performance measures.

Agree with need for

qualitative assessments

in sufficient detail to

determine habitat value

for different species.

Fishers aren't listed in

NW CA

(e.g., 5 acres of suitable

marten habitat not

equivalent to 5 acres of

fisher habitat with respect to

their impact of benefit for

respective conservation) 

Would be helpful to know

the difference in acreage of

habitat impacts, perhaps a

ranking of various "qualities"

of ESHA (eg, o.g. redwoods).

Also, the Coastal Act has other

provisions so it would also be

important to evaluate the effects

of various alternatives in relation

to minimizing risks from hazards,

maximizing public access, etc.

Agree, acres of habitat

will have to be weighted

because they are not

equal across species.

or have to be moved is not

extraordinarily important, it

is only moderately

important. They are not

irreplaceable,  could be

modified.

No comments on this

specific measure

Biological Resources Working Group - 12.15.2020

Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1

Criteria: Road closure

Performance Measure: Probability of long-term closure

Criteria: Cultural Resources

Performance Measure: Expert Assessment of Risk

Caltrans: must be

sensitive to tribal

preferences for

information sharing

No comments on

cultural resources -

should be handled in

that working group.

As long as the tribes'

comments are

addressed, the Corps

has no comments on

cultural resources.

Thank you for your

comments Jaime. No

further comments

from Elk Valley.

Consider fisheries

value to tribes and

cultural resources.

Criteria: Traffic mobility

Performance Measure: Probability of lane reduction and mobility impact

Criteria: Mitigation costs

Performance Measure: Mitigation cost range (high / medium / low)

Not sure where to mention

multi modal issues as they

relate to equity and the

coastal bike trail.  How

would a tunnel accomodate

these modes of travel?

General Comments / Questions

Group has captured

"the big nasties:"

things that can "blow

up" project

Need to be drivers for

decision making

Weighting some of

these criteria can get

us most of the way

Caltrans: hope to use

expert-based

qualitative judgments

Remember: worst case

is just studying all 7

build alternatives -

more expense and time

Hoping that

presentation of results

will help eliminate

some alternatives

Overall Methodology

acceptable no

questions or

comments

No comment from

several people

Road closures usually mean

slides & sediment potentially

impacts to waters

Consider community

impacts - economic

and social

Otherwise no

comments

Consider community

impacts

No comments specific

to this measure

No comments specific

to this measure

Criteria: Maintenance cost

Performance Measure: Probability of increased maintenance costs

No comments

Criteria: Capital costs

Performance Measure: Construction cost (millions)

Criteria: Litigation costs

Performance Measure: Risk of litigation (millions)

What is the cost of

doing nothing?

Caltrans: addressed in

no build alternative -

heavily considered, not

a sustainable path

forward

Loss of trees from

state parks would be

a cost

There may be extra

mitigation costs for some

alternatives. The loss of

trees could affect that

cost.

Mitigation costs could

should include the cost

of monitoring any

mitigation

Old growth tree loss cannot

be mitigated, which may be

difficult to analyze under this

process.

Obviously mitigation can

far outpace construction

costs but Caltran is

considering

Mitigation may require

purchase of off-site

mitigation for wetlands/

waters of the state.

it is vital to consider

mitigation costs

Can you adequately

estimate cost of

litigation?

Caltrans: comes down

to judgement of legal

teams and estimate of

those costs

Should be adequate

for the purpose of

screening alternatives

to carry forward

Example: project with

smaller impact held up

15 years

Even if an alternative is

supported, suit may come

from anywhere due to World

Heritage Site designation

This may impact A2

and G2 alternatives in

particular

Never heard of using litigation

potential as a decision criteria -

should at least be considered in

the analysis matrix.  An

extraordinarily complex thing to

try to predict.

Litigation is an

important

consideration.

Delay would also

escalate construction

costs over passing

years

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Old growth redwood forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Mature mixed coniferous forest (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Other types, i.e. coastal scrub (acres)

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Performance Measure: Young growth / mixed forest (acres)

Criteria: Wildlife connectivity

Performance Measure: New habitat island generated (acres)

Criteria: Recreational resources

Performance Measure: Number and type of sites / trails affected

Criteria: Trees / Forests

Criteria: Habitat

Protect Natural

Resources - Water is

not on the list?

Habitat - will you use

other sensitive species

as performance

measures? 

 I do not see aquatic

resources (e.g., tributaries,

wetlands) on this list.  This

is the key resource

regulated by the Corps.

If acres of old growth forest

used to determine the acres of

old growth forest to be mitigated

for, additional metrics of the

characteristics of the old growth

forest lost/impacted, 

will need to be compared

to any candidate 'old

growth' forest that may be

considered as mitigation

habitat.

Caltrans: hoping that

acreage will serve as

measurement to help

screen

Does group feel that

tree diameters are

needed?

 consider the number of

trees along newly created

edges that may later die or

be damaged or be

considered hazardous

This category will be the biggest

driver of any controversy or

value, it should be heavily

weighted beyond just acres.

Young forest acres does not

equal old growth forest.

Agree, you need a

metric to assess value

of the conditional

difference provided by

these forests

loss of carbon

sequestration from

trees removed

Edge effect if putting

in a highway adjacent

to old growth or other

forest type.

Removal of old growth

redwoods will be the

primary metric for a

MAMU, NSO , and marten

ESA jeopardy analysis

Can tree counts in old

growth and mixed

forests be estimated

from mapping

resources?

Acre descriptions (i.e.

non tree counts) in the

non old growth forest

types should be suitable

for this exercise.

Also affects water

quality, habitat, etc. -

important aspect to

look at

Caltrans: yes, we have

aerials and tree counts

in some areas; others

would require on-the-

ground surveys

Does this consider just direct

impacts of old growth forest lost or

also the acres of new edge created

be each alternative?  An alternative

creating more old growth edge than

other may have a greater impact on

trees and wildlife.  

Caltrans: in support of

using tree counts for

old growth only?

Caltrans: somewhat; can

look at crown diameters

through LiDAR but diameter

and shape requires looking

on ground

Caltrans: can't answer

now but could

consider - possibly

more qualitatively

Can aerial surveys

and estimates be

done based on

mapping?

and the contiguous-

ness of the acres.

Either fragmented or

continuous.

A qualitative assessment

for the old growth is

imperative on many

levels.

both are important -

acres and individual

trees

Redwoods a resource

you can't mitigate for -

an invaluable

resource

Agree, old growth

impacts pose the

highest risk to the

project.

It may come down to

measuring every tree

HNTB: that's the plan,

question is whether

now or later

Related to loss of

carbon sequestration

from loss of temperate

rainforest are effects on

climate change 

Caltrans: considering

eliminating A2 and G2

which cut into old

growth

We should discuss how

you are defining young

and mature forests. What

is the difference/cutoff

between these two?

Caltrans: Young forest

is Green Diamond

area

Mature forest in park

east of road, landslide

area

Old growth never cut,

outside landslides is

different habitat - that's

mature forest

I would suggest not mixing

forest type and habitat type,

it gets pretty confusing.

Capture the "mature forest"

in the habitat acres only.

Will other sensitive

species be

considered?

Bats, plants, migratory

nesting birds

amphibians -

understudied

Response: Caltrans will

consider others but

these habitat areas will

help determine alts to

move forward

Need to come up with

some umbrella species that

capture different habitats

that are essential to many

interconnected trophic

levels,. 

We may need to give this

some more thought - might

be missing something by

only considering those 3

species

The Coastal Act requires

protection of all environmentally

sensitive habitat areas (ESHAs)

from non-resource dependent

uses - hesitate to oversimplify

between one sensitive species

and another.

Need to evaluate what

is most consistent with

policies and resolve

conflicts

Must look at hazards:

e.g., how would on-

alignment alternative

affect risks from

hazards?

Suitability of various

ESA species

Criteria: Habitat

Performance Measure: Marbled murrelet habitat (acres)

Criteria: Habitat

Performance Measure: Marten/fisher habitat (acres)

Criteria: Habitat

Performance Measure: Northern spotted owl habitat (acres)

Wildlife Connectivity -

measure: probability of

number of animals that

may be hit on each

alternative

Wildlife connectivity:

ability of each alternative

to incorporate migration

corridors into the

design(s)

Agree with everything

said re. habitat

connectivity above

Agree re wildlife

connectivity, and also

remember fish habitat

and stream

connectivity

For connectivity, alternatives

may also have greater or

lesser impacts to the

permeability of each

alternative for wildlife

movement.

For example, and alternative that

can incorporate wildlife crossing

features versus one that doesn't

will have more impact on

connectivity than just

considering the acres

fragmented by the alternative. 

A tunnel verses a surface

road is probabily the

greatest contrast for

connectiviy represented

by the alternative.

New habitat islands

created assumes the

permeability of

alternatives is fixed

across species.

Caltrans: appreciated;

some things are

difficult to quantify.

Need expert

assessment on level

of impact for these,

e.g. connectivity.

noise effects to Mill

Creek Campground

This may be controversial,

but the recreational

infrastructure  DeMartin

Backcountry Campground

and the Coastal Trail that

may be destroyed

Disregard my comment

on Mill Creek

Campground - those

alternatives have

already been dropped

Martens and fishers: 1.

have different habitat

requirements 

2. the value of the habitat

impacted or mitigated for

will have vastly different

impacts for the overall

conservation of these

species.

For these reasons, they

should really be

considered separate

performance measures.

Agree with need for

qualitative assessments

in sufficient detail to

determine habitat value

for different species.

Fishers aren't listed in

NW CA

(e.g., 5 acres of suitable

marten habitat not

equivalent to 5 acres of

fisher habitat with respect to

their impact of benefit for

respective conservation) 

Would be helpful to know

the difference in acreage of

habitat impacts, perhaps a

ranking of various "qualities"

of ESHA (eg, o.g. redwoods).

Also, the Coastal Act has other

provisions so it would also be

important to evaluate the effects

of various alternatives in relation

to minimizing risks from hazards,

maximizing public access, etc.

Agree, acres of habitat

will have to be weighted

because they are not

equal across species.

or have to be moved is not

extraordinarily important, it

is only moderately

important. They are not

irreplaceable,  could be

modified.

No comments on this

specific measure

Biological Resources Working Group - 12.15.2020

Alternatives Assessment Workshop #1

Criteria: Road closure

Performance Measure: Probability of long-term closure

Criteria: Cultural Resources

Performance Measure: Expert Assessment of Risk

Caltrans: must be

sensitive to tribal

preferences for

information sharing

No comments on

cultural resources -

should be handled in

that working group.

As long as the tribes'

comments are

addressed, the Corps

has no comments on

cultural resources.

Thank you for your

comments Jaime. No

further comments

from Elk Valley.

Consider fisheries

value to tribes and

cultural resources.

Criteria: Traffic mobility

Performance Measure: Probability of lane reduction and mobility impact

Criteria: Mitigation costs

Performance Measure: Mitigation cost range (high / medium / low)

Not sure where to mention

multi modal issues as they

relate to equity and the

coastal bike trail.  How

would a tunnel accomodate

these modes of travel?

General Comments / Questions

Group has captured

"the big nasties:"

things that can "blow

up" project

Need to be drivers for

decision making

Weighting some of

these criteria can get

us most of the way

Caltrans: hope to use

expert-based

qualitative judgments

Remember: worst case

is just studying all 7

build alternatives -

more expense and time

Hoping that

presentation of results

will help eliminate

some alternatives

Overall Methodology

acceptable no

questions or

comments

No comment from

several people

Road closures usually mean

slides & sediment potentially

impacts to waters

Consider community

impacts - economic

and social

Otherwise no

comments

Consider community

impacts

No comments specific

to this measure

No comments specific

to this measure
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Appendix B: Workshop Results

% # % # % # % # % #

Cultural Resources Working Group 33% 2 50% 3 17% 1 0% 0 0% 0 6
Biological Resources Working Group 46% 6 23% 3 31% 4 0% 0 0% 0 13
LCG Partners 100% 6 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 6
Huffman Stakeholder Group 50% 5 40% 4 0% 0 10% 1 0% 0 10

% # % # % # % # % #

Cultural Resources Working Group 33% 2 17% 1 50% 3 0% 0 0% 0 6
Biological Resources Working Group 56% 9 25% 4 19% 3 0% 0 0% 0 16
LCG Partners 100% 6 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 6
Huffman Stakeholder Group 33% 3 44% 4 22% 2 0% 0 0% 0 9

% # % # % # % # % #

Cultural Resources Working Group 33% 2 17% 1 50% 3 0% 0 0% 0 6
Biological Resources Working Group 36% 5 43% 6 21% 3 0% 0 0% 0 14
LCG Partners 100% 6 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 6
Huffman Stakeholder Group 22% 2 33% 3 44% 4 0% 0 0% 0 9

% # % # % # % # % #

Cultural Resources Working Group 0% 0 50% 3 50% 3 0% 0 0% 0 6
Biological Resources Working Group 21% 3 50% 7 29% 4 0% 0 0% 0 14
LCG Partners 100% 6 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 6
Huffman Stakeholder Group 25% 2 50% 4 13% 1 13% 1 0% 0 8

Highly supportive Somewhat supportive Neutral
Somewhat 

unsupportive

Not supportive - 
revisions do not 

address my concerns

Highly supportive Somewhat supportive Neutral Somewhat Do not support

Highly supportive Somewhat supportive Neutral
Somewhat 

unsupportive

Not supportive - 
revisions do not 

address my concerns

Highly supportive Somewhat supportive Neutral
Somewhat 

unsupportive

Not supportive - 
revisions do not 

address my concerns

Last Chance Grade Working Group Alternative Workshop 1 - Polling Results

Total #

Total #

Total #

Total #
4. Objective: Protect the Economy - To what 
degree do you support the revisions as discussed 
for the Objective: Protect the Economy?

3. Objective: Reduce Maintenance Costs - To what 
degree do you support the revisions as discussed 
for the Objective: Reduce Maintenance Costs?

2. Objective: Long-Term Safe, Reliable Roadway - 
To what degree do you support the revisions as 
discussed for the Objective: Long-Term Safe, 
Reliable Roadway?

1. Overall Methodology: What is your level of 
support for the overall process that has been 
described today?

1
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% # % # % # % # % #

Cultural Resources Working Group 0% 0 50% 3 50% 3 0% 0 0% 0 6
Biological Resources Working Group 27% 4 47% 7 27% 4 0% 0 0% 0 15
LCG Partners 100% 6 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 6
Huffman Stakeholder Group 38% 3 25% 2 38% 3 0% 0 0% 0 8

% # % # % # % # % #

Cultural Resources Working Group 0% 0 100% 6 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 6
Biological Resources Working Group 33% 4 33% 4 33% 4 0% 0 0% 0 12
LCG Partners 100% 6 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 6
Huffman Stakeholder Group 63% 5 0% 0 38% 3 0% 0 0% 0 8

Somewhat 
unsupportive

Not supportive - 
revisions do not 

address my concerns

Highly supportive Somewhat supportive Neutral
Somewhat 

unsupportive

Not supportive - 
revisions do not 

address my concerns Total #

Total #

6. Objective: Protect Cultural Resources - To what 
degree do you support the revisions as discussed 
for the Objective: Protect Cultural Resources?

5. Objective: Protect Natural Resources - To what 
degree do you support the revisions as discussed 
for the Objective: Protect Natural Resources?

Highly supportive Somewhat supportive Neutral

2


